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Personalize

Facebook Follow, Page Visits, Blog Sub, Webinar, Purchase Hx, CRM
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Deeply silly. Fiercely optimistic. Inbound Marketing Evangelist, @HubSpot. priors: @oneforty | Twitter for @Dummies | #beonfire. wobbly but i don't fall down.
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RICHARD’S BLOG

Feb 22, 2013

Bye to the tie 2013

Spotted lots of you getting involved in our campaign to say #ByeToTheTie. Glad you agree that being comfortable and confident in what you are wearing helps with creativity. As you can see from the photo above, yours truly is still fully committed to the cause! We’re keen to keep the fight against ties up in 2013, and the @Virgin team have made some T-shirts for those who are equally passionate about saying bye to the tie. Meanwhile, Virgin Atlantic presented CTV Breakfast anchor Aamer Haleem ...
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What excites you?

Entrepreneurship is about turning what excites you in life into capital, so that you can do more of it and move forward with it.

richardbranson @richardbranson
If you’ve got a question then ask away using the #askrichard hashtag, keep them coming! virg.in/gNXwp
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- Website Page
- LinkedIn
- Twitter Table Stakes
- Twitter Master
WE’VE GOT OUR TOES IN…
TIME TO JUMP IN ALL THE WAY!
Thank You.